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Business Plans Handbook,
Vol. 41
Gale • 1/2018
ISBN: 9781410328298

Encyclopedia of Emerging
Industries, 7th Ed.
Gale • 5/2017
ISBN: 9781410379771

Offer unlimited, simultaneous access
to eBooks that can help provide business
students, researchers and budding
entrepreneurs with the foundational
business resources they need.

Encyclopedia of Small
Business, 5th Ed.
Gale • 3/2017
2 Vol. series
ISBN: 9781414462677

PUBLISHING PARTNER BUSINESS
TITLES INCLUDE:
Global Entrepreneurship: Past, Present
& Future | Advances in International Management,
Vol. 29
Emerald Publishing • 6/2016
ISBN: 9781786354839
Entrepreneurship Education: New Perspectives
on Entrepreneurship Education | Contemporary
Issues in Entrepreneurship Research, Vol. 7
Emerald Publishing •6/2017
ISBN: 9781787142800
Small Business Sourcebook,
35th Ed.
Gale • 3/2017
6 Vol. series
ISBN: 9781410334671

Encyclopedia of Global
Industries, 6th Ed.
Gale • 5/2017
ISBN: 9781410363220

Excuse Me: The Survival Guide to Modern
Business Etiquette
AMACOM • 7/2017
ISBN: 9780814437926
Let the Story Do the Work: The Art of Storytelling
for Business Success
AMACOM • 7/2017
ISBN: 9780814438022
The SAGE Handbook of Sport Management
Sage Publications, Ltd • 12/2017
ISBN: 9781473959224

Gale’s Business Solutions

SUPPORT
ENTREPRENEURIAL
SUCCESS

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Travel
and Tourism
Sage Publications, Inc • 7/2017
ISBN: 9781483368931

LEARN
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gale.com/business
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EMPOWER™ SUCCESS

HELP SUPPORT
YOUR EVOLVING
ENTREPRENEURIAL
ECOSYSTEM

INTEGRATED
WORKFLOW

NEW WORKFLOW TOOL

GALE SMALL BUSINESS BUILDER

Easy-to-browse Interface Mapped to four key stages—plan, fund, start,
and manage—to fit your research needs at any point in a business’s
development.

Entrepreneur Profile This self-assessment worksheet allows users
to critically evaluate their strengths and potential weaknesses as an
entrepreneur.

Business Plans Includes access to over 800+ business plans from
the Business Plans Handbook series, with new business plans added
monthly.

Business Ideation Users can employ tools, such as Lean Canvas,
SWOT, Porter’s Five Forces, and more to plan the high-level framework
in which their business will operate.

Expert Resources Features a tightly indexed collection of business
eBooks, 300+ journals and magazines, and directories listing thousands
of associations and consultants. Also features content from a variety of
media, including websites, videos, podcasts, radio programs, and more.

Break-Even Analysis Delivers insight to determine when a user’s
business will be able to cover expenses and begin to realize a profit.
Business Plans Creates a plan that can be presented to potential
investors and lenders, including Executive Summary, Lean Business
Plan, Full Business Plan, and Strategic Marketing Plan.

Gale LegalForms Integration For subscribing libraries, the top
navigation bar includes a direct link to Gale LegalForms.

Financial Projections A robust analysis of a company’s financial future
encompassing capital expenditures, sales, equity, and inventory.

MOBILE
RESPONSIVE

All of these authoritative Gale business products are integrated
for easy cross reference.

DEMOGRAPHICSNOW:
BUSINESS & PEOPLE

GALE LEGALFORMS

GALE DIRECTORY LIBRARY

DemographicsNow: Business & People connects users with timely,
actionable market research as well as demographic and consumer
insights in targeted geographic locations. Provides users with
answers to key questions, such as “Who is my customer?” and
“Where should my business be located?”

Access to thousands of forms created and used by actual attorneys,
including the forms that small businesses need most, such as bills
of sale, due diligence checklists, articles of incorporation, etc. While
many of the documents are universal across all 50 states, this resource also includes state-specific forms.

Demographics Information including income, housing, race, age, education,
retail spending, consumer expenditures, and businesses by state, county, zip
code, congressional district, and more.

Additional features and benefits:

Ideal for business researchers, this long-standing resource offers
an online collection of premier directories providing information
on companies, publishers, associations, and more. Data sorting,
filtering, and exporting are easy. Essentials for every library include
Encyclopedia of Associations, Gale Directory of Publications and
Broadcast Media, Brands & Their Companies, Market Share Reporter,
and Ward’s Business Directory.

Legal definitions and Law Digest | Q & A with a real attorney | Continually
updated to reflect the latest laws in all 50 states | Mobile responsive

Major enhancements coming fall of 2017:

Businesses Comprehensive business data includes minority and women
owned flags, out of business firms, and legal ownership hierarchies.
Individual company profiles from more than 23 million businesses, refined by
company name, executive title, business type, number of employees, credit
rating, and more.
Maps customizable, printable maps in a variety of views, built using Google
Maps technology, to offer users a powerful, yet more familiar mapping
experience.
Tools & Reports The demographics tool leverages census data, consumer
expenditures, retail spending, and Mosaic Lifestyle market segmentation
groupings to helps users “crunch” data in easy-to-use report. Powerful
reporting capabilities allow macro reporting of consumer expenditures, retail
spending, census demographics, etc.
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SMALL BUSINESS RESOURCE CENTER
Providing practical, real-world content covering all major areas of
starting and operating a business, including financing, management, marketing, human resources, franchising, accounting, taxes,
and more.

Offer users a step-by-step online planning tool for starting, managing, and optimizing a business or nonprofit. The program’s intuitive
dashboard walks users through five areas of exploration in order to
develop a strategic plan, review and validate assumptions, and focus
on long-term goals for success.

Source: https://www.sba.gov/managing-business/running-business/energy-efficiency/sustainable-business-practices/small-business-trends

New user interface, visual and workflow elements | Improved search
capability | Expanded export limits

CAMPUS-WIDE ENTREPRENEURSHIP RESOURCES
Trial these resources at: gale.com/integration

